We are interested in the attractive Gross-Pitaevskii (GP) equation in R 2 , where the external potential V (x) vanishes on m disjoint bounded domains Ω i ⊂ R 2 (i = 1, 2, · · · , m) and V (x) → ∞ as |x| → ∞, that is, the union of these Ω i is the bottom of the potential well. By making some delicate estimates on the energy functional of the GP equation, we prove that when the interaction strength a approaches some critical value a * the ground states concentrate and blow up at the center of the incircle of some Ω j which has the largest inradius. Moreover, under some further conditions on V (x) we show that the ground states of GP equations are unique and radially symmetric at leat for almost every a ∈ (0, a * ).
Introduction
In this paper, we consider the following stationary (i.e. time-independent) Gross-Pitaevskii (GP) equation in R 2 :
− ∆u + V (x)u = µu + a|u| 2 u, x ∈ R 2 , (1.1)
where V (x) is the external potential, µ ∈ R is the chemical potential, a > 0 represents the attractive interaction strength. (1.1) is a model equation for the single-particle wave function in a Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC, in short).
It is well-known that equation (1.1) can be obtained from the time dependent GP equation when we look for the standing wave type solutions ψ(x, t) = u(x)e −iµt , where where E a (u) is the so-called GP functional [7, 25] E a (u) :=
Here we define H := u ∈ H 1 (R 2 ) : Very recently, by assuming that
the existence and non-existence of minimizers for (1.2) are proved in [2, 10] , which show that there exists a critical value a * > 0 such that (1.2) has at least one minimizer if a ∈ [0, a * ), and (1.2) has no minimizers if a ≥ a * . Furthermore, the critical value a * = Q(x) 2 2 , that is, the square of the L 2 -norm of the unique positive solution of the famous nonlinear scalar field equation 6) see, e.g. [8, 19, 20, 22] . We mention that the above conclusions give a rigid mathematical explanation for the collapse of attractive BEC (a > 0), that is, if the particle number increases beyond a critical value a * in an attractive BEC system, the collapse must occur, see [7, 13, 15] , etc. In this paper, we aim to investigate the details of this collapse under certain general potentials. Roughly speaking, we analyze how a ground state, that is, a least energy solution of (1.1), blows up as a ր a * . So, we introduce now a rigorous definition of the ground states of (1.1). With µ fixed we first define the associated energy functional of equation (1.1) by J a,µ (u) := 1 2 R 2 |∇u| 2 + V (x) − µ |u| 2 dx − a 4 R 2 |u| 4 dx, u ∈ H.
(1.7)
Then, u ∈ H \ {0} is called a nontrivial (weak) solution of (1.1) if J ′ a,µ (u), ϕ = 0 for any ϕ ∈ H. Let S a,µ := u(x) : u(x) is a nontrivial solution of (1.1) , (1.8) and define G a,µ := u(x) ∈ S a,µ : J a,µ (u) ≤ J a,µ (v) for all v ∈ S a,µ .
(1.9)
Therefore, we say u ∈ H is a ground state (or, a least energy solution) of (1.1) if u ∈ G a,µ .
As the least energy solutions are one sign solutions we will always assume a ground state is a positive solution. Now, a natural question is whether the minimizers of (1.2) are ground states of (1.1) and how about the converse? Our first theorem is to answer these questions. For any a ∈ [0, a * ), let Λ a := u a : u a is a minimizer of e(a) in (1.2) .
(1.10)
If u a ∈ Λ a , as illustrated in [10] , we may assume that u a ≥ 0 and u a satisfies (1.1) with a suitable µ = µ a . By the results of [11] and the references therein, we known that e(a) defined in (1.2) has a unique positive minimizer for any a > 0 being small enough (a < a * ). So, we may define a * := sup l > 0 : e(a) has a unique positive minimizer for all a ∈ [0, l) , (1.11) and 0 < a * ≤ a * . Our Theorem 1.1 shows that Λ a = G a,µa for some µ a ∈ R.
Theorem 1.1. Let the condition (V ) be satisfied. Then, for all a ∈ [0, a * ) and for a.e. a ∈ [a * , a * ), all minimizers of e(a) satisfy (1.1) with a fixed Lagrange multiplier µ = µ a and Λ a = G a,µa .
We remark that similar conclusions to Theorem 1.1 was also studied elsewhere for different types of problems, see for instance [6, Chapter 8] . Theorem 1.1 is proved in Section 2, where some fundamental properties of minimizers and the energy e(a) are also addressed. It expects that the fact Λ a = G a,µa is useful for the further understanding of the minimizers for (1.2) as well as ground states of (1.1). Based on Theorem 1.1, we have the following result on the uniqueness of positive minimizers of (1.2) under some further condition of potential V (x). Corollary 1.1. Suppose V (x) satisfies condition (V ) as well as
Then, for all a ∈ [0, a * ) and a.e. a ∈ [a * , a * ), e(a) has a unique positive minimizer which must be radially symmetric about the origin.
In view of Theorem 1.1, we start to study the properties of the ground states for (1.1) by investigating those of the minimizers for (1.2). If V (x) satisfies (V ) and has finitely many isolated zero points, e.g.
|x− x i | p i with p i > 0 and x i = x j for i = j, the detailed analysis for the concentration and symmetry breaking of the minimizers of (1.2) as a ր a * was first studied in [10] based on some precise estimates of the GP energy e(a). However, the methods used in [10] depend heavily on the potential V (x) having a finite number of zeros {x i ∈ R 2 : i = 1, 2, · · · , n}. Very recently, the results of [10] were extended to the case where
see [11] for the details. Clearly, the above V (x) has infinitely many zeros, that is, {x ∈ R 2 : |x| = A}, which has zero measure. Then, the way of [10] for getting the optimal energy estimates for the GP functional (1.3) does not work anymore. In [11] , the authors provided a new approach for establishing the energy estimates under the potential (1.13). As a continuation of [10, 11] , in the present paper we want to consider problem (1.2) for more general potential V (x) which may not have an explicit expression like (1.13), etc. Particularly, we allow V (x) vanishes on a set with nonzero measure. These new features on V (x) cause some essential difficulties on the estimates of GP energy. If the condition (V ) is slightly strengthened, we have the following general theorem on the concentration behavior of the minimizers of (1.2).
with some α ∈ (0, 1), and lim |x|→∞ V (x) = ∞ as well as inf
then, for any sequence {a k } with a k ր a * as k → ∞, there exists a subsequence, still denoted by {a k }, of {a k } such that each u a k has a unique maximum pointz k , which satisfies lim k→∞z k = x 0 and V (x 0 ) = 0. Moreover, we have
where ε k > 0 is defined by and satisfies
We note that in Theorem 1.2, we could not give explicitly the convergent rates for ε k and u a k as k → ∞. When the potential V (x) is either polynomial as in [10] or ringshaped as in [11] , there are some precise information on the zero points of V (x), from which we can deduce the exact convergent rates of ε k and u a k . However, the methods of [10, 11] seem to work at most for the case where the zero set {x ∈ R 2 : V (x) = 0} has zero measure. Now, we address the refined concentration results for the case where the zero set {x ∈ R 2 : V (x) = 0} has a positive Lebesgue measure, such that V (x) is a potential with multiple wells and the bottom of the wells have positive measure. Towards this purpose, we require some additional conditions on V (x).
Moreover, we denote With the further information (V 2 ) on V (x), we then have the following optimal energy estimates and refined concentration behavior of nonnegative minimizers of (1.2) as a ր a * .
where f (a) ≈ g(a) means that f /g → 1 as a ր a * .
(ii) For any sequence {a k } satisfying a k ր a * as k → ∞, there exists a subsequence, still denoted by {a k }, of {a k } such that each u a k has a unique maximum pointz k , which satisfies lim
Moreover, we have
Theorem 1.3 implies that the minimizers of e(a) blow up at the most centered point of Ω as a ր a * . In this case, since the infimum of V (x) attains in the whole domain of Ω, the existing methods of [10, 11] cannot be applied directly, and some different arguments are necessary for proving Theorem 1.3. Indeed, based on Theorem 1.2 the key point of proving Theorem 1.3 is to establish the optimal blow-up rate of u a k and a refined description of the unique maximum pointz k . To achieve these aims, a new and suitable trial function is needed to establish the optimal upper bound for GP energy e(a), see Lemma 4.1 for details. On the other hand, as stated in Lemma 4.2, a proper lower bound of the minimizers is also necessary in order to analyze the optimal energy bound of e(a). By a delicate analysis, these results finally yield the optimal blow-up rate of u a k and a refined description of the unique maximum pointz k . We also remark that the proof of Theorem 1.3 implies the following refined estimate
see (4.37) for more details. Furthermore, Theorem 1.3 also indicates that symmetry breaking occurs in the minimizers when the potential V is radially symmetric. For example, suppose that V (x) = V (|x|) satisfies (V 1 ) and V (x) > 0 inΩ c := R 2 \Ω, where
for positive constants R 1 and R 2 . It then follows from Theorem 1.3 that all nonnegative minimizers of (1.2) can concentrate at any point on the circle |x| =
. This further implies that there exists anā satisfying 0 <ā < a * such that for any a ∈ [ā, a * ), the GP energy e(a) has infinitely many different nonnegative minimizers. However, e(a) has a unique nonnegative minimizer u a for all a ∈ [0, a * ), where a * > 0 is given by (1.11), and by rotation u a must be radially symmetric around the origin. In view of the above results, we have immediately the following corollary. Corollary 1.2. Suppose V (x) satisfies (V 1 ) and (1.21). Then there exist two positive constantsā and a * satisfying 0 < a * ≤ā < a * such that (i) If a ∈ [0, a * ), e(a) has a unique nonnegative minimizer which is radially symmetric about the origin.
(ii) If a ∈ [ā, a * ), e(a) has infinitely many different nonnegative minimizers which are not radially symmetric about the origin.
Finally, we mention that the symmetry breaking bifurcation of ground states for nonlinear Schrödinger or Gross-Pitaevskii equations has been studied extensively in the literature, see e.g. [1, 14, 17, 18] . Also, the concentration phenomena have also been studied elsewhere in different contexts, such as [5, 21, 24, 27, 28] and the references therein. However, our analysis is mainly involved with either the variational methods or the attractive case, which is different from those employed in the above mentioned papers.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we shall prove Theorem 1.1 and Corollary 1.1 as well as some other analytical properties of minimizers for (1.2). Section 3 is devoted to the proof of Theorem 1.2 on the concentration behavior of the minimizers of e(a) under general potentials. In Section 4, for the multiple-well potentials we first establish optimal energy estimates of nonnegative minimizers as a ր a * , upon which we then complete the proof of Theorem 1.3 on the refined concentration behavior of nonnegative minimizers as a ր a * .
2 Uniqueness of the ground state of (1.1)
In this section, we first study some properties of the GP energy e(a), upon which we give the proofs for Theorem 1.1 and Corollary 1.1. These imply that Λ a = G a,µa and the uniqueness of the ground states of (1.1).
Before going to the discussion of the properties on e(a), let us recall some auxiliary results which are often used later. By Theorem B of [29] , we have the following GagliardoNirenberg inequality
where the equality is achieved at u(x) = Q(|x|) with Q(|x|) being the unique (up to translations) radial positive solution of (1.6). Using (2.1) together with (1.6) we know that, see also [6, Lemma 8.
Moreover, it follows from Proposition 4.1 of [8] that Q(x) satisfies
3)
The following compactness lemma was essentially proved in [26 
Now, we give our result on the smoothness of the GP energy e(a) with respect to a.
Lemma 2.2. Let condition (V ) be satisfied. Then, for a ∈ (0, a * ), the left and right derivatives of e(a) always exist in [0, a * ) and satisfy
where
4)
and Λ a is given by (1.10).
Proof. Since V (x) satisfies (V ), by the definition of e(a), one can derive that e(a) is decreasing in a ∈ [0, a * ) and satisfies
where (2.1) is used in the above inequality and µ 1 is the first eigenvalue of −∆ + V (x) in H. Moreover, it follows from (2.1) that
For any a 1 , a 2 ∈ [0, a * ), we have
and therefore lim a 2 →a 1 e(a 2 ) = e(a 1 ). This implies that
Furthermore, it follows from (2.6) and (2.7) that
Assume 0 < a 1 < a 2 < a * . It then follows from (2.9) that
This implies that
In view of (2.5) and Lemma 2.1, there existsū ∈ H such that for all a 2 ց a 1 , u a 2 ⇀ū weakly in H and u a 2 →ū strongly in
It then follows from (2.8) that e(a 1 ) = lim
which yields that for all a 2 ց a 1 ,
We thus obtain from (2.11) that
On the other hand, by (2.4) we always have
Thus, all inequalities in (2.12) are indeed identities, from which we obtain
Similarly, if a 2 < a 1 < a * , letting a 2 → a − 1 and repeating the above arguments, one can deduce that e
This completes the proof of Lemma 2.2.
Remark 2.1. Lemma 2.2 implies that if e(a) has a unique nonnegative minimizer, then e(a) ∈ C 1 ([0, a * )). However, this is true generally for a ∈ [0, a * ), where a * > 0 is given by (1.11), in view of the possible multiplicity of nonnegative minimizers as a approaches to a * , cf. [10, 11] .
Applying Lemma 2.2 and Remark 2.1, we now prove Theorem 1.1. Proof of Theorem 1.1. From (2.9), we have
where γ a i (i = 1, 2) is given by (2.4) . This implies that e(a) is locally Lipschitz continuous in [0, a * ). It then follows from Rademacher's theorem that e(a) is differentiable for a.e. a ∈ [0, a * ). Moreover, by Lemma 2.2 and Remark 2.1 we see that e ′ (a) exists for all a ∈ [0, a * ) and a.e. a ∈ [0, a * ), and e
and thus all minimizers of e(a) have the same L 4 (R 2 )-norm. Taking each nonnegative function u a ∈ Λ a , where a ∈ [0, a * ) such that e ′ (a) satisfies (2.13), then u a satisfies (1.1) for some Lagrange multiplier µ a ∈ R. One can easily deduce from (1.1) and (2.13) that
This shows that µ a depends only on a and is independent of the choice of u a . Thus for any given a ∈ [0, a * ) and a.e. a ∈ [a * , a * ), all minimizers of e(a) satisfy equation (1.1) with the same Lagrange multiplier µ a . We next prove the relationship Λ a = G a,µa to finish the proof of Theorem 1.1. For any given a ∈ [0, a * ), consider any u a ∈ Λ a and u ∈ G a,µa . Since u satisfies (1.1) with µ = µ a , we know that 15) which, together with (1.7), implies that
Similarly,
Since u ∈ G a,µa , we have
so that R 2 |ũ| 2 dx = 1. Noting that u a is a minimizer of (1.2), we obtain that
Therefore,
Note from (2.15) that
It then follows from (2.16)-(2.19) that
Since a > 0 and u = 0, (2.20) implies that
We thus obtain from (2.21) that ρ = 1, i.e., R 2 |u| 2 dx = 1. Moreover, (2.20) and (2.21) are identities, i.e.,
This implies that u ∈ Λ a and u a ∈ G a,µa , and the proof is complete. We finally address the proof of Corollary 1.1, which deals with the uniqueness of nonnegative minimizers for V (x) satisfying (1.12). Proof of Corollary 1.1. Recall from Theorem 1.1 in [11] that e(a) admits a unique nonnegative minimizer u a for all 0 < a < a * , where a * > 0 is given by (1.11). Then by rotation we can deduce that u a must be radially symmetric about the origin. We next need only to prove the results for a.e. a ∈ [a * , a * ) under the assumption (1.12).
Note from Theorem 1.1 that for a.e. a ∈ [a * , a * ), all minimizers of e(a) satisfy the following Euler-Lagrange equation (2.22) with the same Lagrange multiplier µ a ∈ R,
Moreover, because V (x) satisfies (1.12), it then follows again from Theorem 2 in [20] that u a solving (2.22) must be radially symmetric about 0 ∈ R 2 , and u ′ a (r) < 0 in r = |x| > 0. Further, applying Proposition 4.1 and Theorem 1.1 in [4] yields that positive radial solutions of (2.22) must be unique. We thus conclude that for a.e. a ∈ [a * , a * ), nonnegative minimizers of e(a) must be unique and radially symmetric about 0 ∈ R 2 , and the proof is therefore complete.
General results on the concentration behavior for u a ∈ Λ a
In this section we prove Theorem 1.2, which focusses on the concentration behavior of nonnegative minimizers for e(a) as a ր a * under general trapping potentials. Let u a be a non-negative minimizer of (1.2). Then u a satisfies the Euler-Lagrange equation
where µ a ∈ R is a suitable Lagrange multiplier. We first establish the following lemma.
Lemma 3.1. Suppose V (x) satisfies (V 1 ). Let u a ∈ Λ a and let ε a > 0 be defined as
Then,
(ii) u a (x) has at least one local maximum pointz a , and there exists η > 0 such that the normalized functionw 
where A = {x ∈ R 2 : V (x) = 0} denotes the zero point set of V (x).
Proof. (i). If (3.3) is false
, then there exists a sequence {a k }, where a k ր a * as k → ∞, such that {u a k (x)} is bounded uniformly in H. By applying the compactness of Lemma 2.1, there exist a subsequence (still denoted by {a k }) of {a k } and u 0 ∈ H such that
since Theorem 1 of [10] , e(a) → 0 as a ր a * . This then indicates that u 0 is a minimizer of e(a * ), which is impossible since Theorem 1 of [10] shows that e(a * ) cannot be attained. So, part (i) is proved.
(ii). Since u a ≥ 0 satisfies the equation (3.1) and lim |x|→∞ V (x) = +∞, for any fixed a ∈ [0, a * ), one can use comparison principle as in [16] to deduce that u a decays exponentially to zero at infinity, thus u a (x) → 0 as |x| → ∞.
This implies that each u a has at least one local maximum point, which is denoted byz a . Letw a be defined by (3.4), we have
We thus obtain from (3.3) that
Together with (3.2) and (3.4), we conclude from the above that (3.5) holds.
To complete the proof of (ii), it now remains to prove (3.6). We first claim that
Indeed, by (3.1) we see that
It then follows from (3.3) and (3.8) that
Moreover, in view of (3.1),w a (x) satisfies the elliptic equation
Sincew a (x) attains its local maximum at x = 0 and note that V (x) ≥ 0, we thus obtain from (3.11) and (3.10) that
i.e., (3.9) holds and the claim is proved. Note from (3.10) and (3.11) that for a ր a * ,
By applying De Giorgi-Nash-Moser theory to (3.12) (see [12, Theorem 4 .1]), we then have
where ξ is an arbitrary point in R 2 , and C > 0 depends only on the upper bound of c(x) L 2 (B 2 (ξ)) , i.e., the upper bound of w a L 4 (B 2 (ξ)) . Therefore, it then follows from (3.5) that C > 0 is bounded uniformly as a ր a * . Taking ξ = 0, we thus obtain from (3.9) and (3.13) that lim inf
and (3.6) is therefore established.
(iii). By the Gagliardo-Nirenberg inequality (2.1) and Theorem 1 of [10] , we have
It then follows from (3.4) and (3.14) that
On the contrary, suppose (3.7) is false. Then there exist a constant δ > 0 and a subsequence {a n } with a n ր a * as n → ∞ such that ε n := ε an n → 0 and lim
Since lim |x|→∞ V (x) = ∞, we thus deduce that there exists C δ > 0 such that
Then, by Fatou's Lemma and (3.6), we derive that
which however contradicts (3.15). Therefore, (3.7) holds and the proof is complete.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. For any given sequence {a k } with a k ր a * as k → ∞, we denote
where ε a k is defined by (3.2) and satisfies ε a k → 0 as k → ∞. Letz k :=z a k be a local maximum point of u k (x). It yields from (3.7) and (3.5) that there exists a subsequence, still denoted by {a k }, of {a k } such that 17) and note from (3.10) that µ k ε 2 k → −1 as k → ∞. Thus, by taking the weak limit in (3.17), we obtain thatw 0 satisfies
Furthermore, it follows from (3.6) thatw 0 ≡ 0, and thusw 0 > 0 by the strong maximum principle. By a simple rescaling, the uniqueness (up to translations) of positive solutions for the nonlinear scalar field equation (1.6) implies that 19) where ||w 0 || 2 2 = 1. By the norm preservation we further conclude that
Together with the boundness ofw k in H 1 (R 2 ), this implies that
Moreover, sincew k andw 0 satisfy (3.17) and (3.18), respectively, a simple analysis shows thatw
Since x = 0 is a critical (local maximum) point ofw k (x) for all k > 0, in view of (3.21) it is also a critical point ofw 0 . We therefore conclude from the uniqueness (up to translations) of positive radial solutions for (1.6) thatw 0 is spherically symmetric about the origin, i.e. y 0 = (0, 0) in (3.20) and
One can deduce from (3.17) thatw k ≥ (
at each local maximum point. Sincē w k decays to zero uniformly in k as |x| → ∞, all local maximum points ofw k stay in a finite ball in R 2 . It then follows from (3.21) and Lemma 4.2 in [23] that for large k,w k has no critical points other than the origin. This gives the uniqueness of local maximum points forw k (x), which therefore implies thatz k is the unique maximum point of u k and z k goes to a global minimum point of V (x) as k → ∞. Moreover, (1.14) is followed from (3.20) and (3.22) . The proof of Theorem 1.2 is therefore complete.
4
Concentration behavior under multiple-well potential
In this section we turn to proving Theorem 1.3, which gives more detailed concentration behavior for the nonnegative minimizers of e(a) as a ր a * , provided that the potential satisfies (V 1 ) and (V 2 ), that is, multiple-well potential. Inspired by [10, 11] , we start with establishing the following energy estimates of e(a).
Proof. Let ϕ(x) ∈ C ∞ 0 (R 2 ) be a nonnegative smooth cut-off function such that ϕ(x) = 1 if |x| ≤ 1 and ϕ(x) = 0 if |x| ≥ 2. Choose Ω i ∈ Λ and x 0 ∈ Ω i for some i ∈ {1, · · · , m}
where R and Λ are defined by (1.15) and (1.16), respectively.
Let
where A τ R > 0 is chosen such that R 2 φ 2 dx = 1. By the exponential decay of Q in (2.3), we obtain that
and
Using the equality (2.2), we then derive from (4.4)-(4.6) that
On the other hand, since
V (y) for all τ > 0 and x ∈ B 2τ R (0) , we deduce from (4.2) that
It then follows from the exponential decay of Q that
Combining with (4.7), this implies that | ln(a * − a)|, we then conclude from the above that 9) and the proof is therefore done. In order to derive the optimal energy estimates of e(a) as a ր a * , we also need the following lemma. Lemma 4.2. Under the assumption (V 1 ), suppose w ε (x) ∈ H is a nonnegative solution of the following equation 10) where both x ε ∈ R 2 and a ε ≥ 0 are bounded uniformly as ε → 0, and w ε satisfies
Then for any σ ∈ (0, 1) andR > 0, there exist ε 0 = ε 0 (β, σ,R) > 0 andμ =μ(β, σ) > 0 such that for all ε ∈ (0, ε 0 ),
where ρ(β, σ) := max (β + σ)
(4.13)
Proof. For any σ > 0 andR > 0, denote R ε := 2R ε > 0. Since V (x) satisfies (V 1 ) and {x ε } is bounded uniformly as ε → 0, we have
In addition, since w ε ≥ 0 in R 2 and β ε → β > 0 as ε → 0, it then follows from (4.10) that there exists ε 1 = ε 1 (β, σ,R) > 0 such that for all ε ∈ (0, ε 1 ),
By applying Theorem 8.18 in [9] and (4.11), we derive from the above that for any p > 1 and ε ∈ (0, ε 1 ),
Moreover, we note from (4.13) that there exists ε 2 = ε 2 (β, σ,R) > 0 such that ρ(β, σ) < Rε 2 for all ε ∈ (0, ε 2 ), and thus by letting 16) it then follows from (4.15) that there exists a constant C(β, σ) > 0 such that
where 0 < µ ≤ C(β, σ) and λ > 0 to be determined later. It is easy to check that 20) and define
It follows from (4.18) and (4.19) that, for
i.e.,
By (4.20), we have, for i = 1, 2,
Direct calculations show that
It then follows from (4.22) and (4.23) that
Putting (4.24) and (4.25) into (4.21), we then have
in R 2 . Note that
This estimate and (4.26) yield that
Taking λ = β + σ, we then further derive from (4.13) that for all ε ∈ (0, ε 0 ) with ε 0 given by (4.16),
(4.27)
Since 0 < µ < C(β, σ), where µ is as in (4.18), it then follows from (4.17) that
We thus obtain from (4.14) and (4.27) that for all ε ∈ (0, ε 0 ),
Since ϕ Rε (x) ≥ e Proof of Theorem 1.3. For any sequence {a k } with a k ր a * as k → ∞, we still denote u k := u a k a nonnegative minimizer of e(a k ). It then follows from Theorem 1.2 that there exists a subsequence of {a k }, still denoted by {a k }, such that each u k has a unique maximum pointz k , which satisfiesz k k → x 0 for some x 0 ∈Ω. Moreover, we have
as k → ∞. To complete the proof of Theorem 1.3, it thus remains to establish the estimates (1.17)- (1.19) . Since x 0 ∈Ω, without loss of generality we may assume that x 0 ∈Ω i 0 for some i 0 ∈ {1, . . . , m}. We first claim that (1.18) holds. Indeed, sincez k → x 0 as k → ∞, where x 0 ∈Ω i 0 , we always have
For any fixed 0 < δ < min{
for large k and
where Ω δ i 0 := {x ∈ R 2 : dist(x, Ω i 0 ) < δ}. Choosing
it then follows from (4.30) that
Recalling thatz k → x 0 as k → ∞, then for large k > 0, where Ω δ ε k = {x ∈ R 2 : ε k x +z k ∈ Ω δ }. It then follows from the Gagliardo-Nirenberg inequality (2.1) that
as a k ր a * . (1 + σ)r 2 = (1 + σ)(R 0 + 4δ) ≥ R, for any σ ∈ (0, 1) and 0 < δ < min
This yields that R 0 ≥ R, and thus R 0 = R i 0 = R by (4.29). We therefore conclude (1.18). Moreover, by applying Lemma 4.1, (1.18) and (4.36), we obtain that (1.17) holds for the sequence {a k }. Since the above argument can be carried out for any sequence {a} satisfying a ր a * , we also conclude that (1.17) holds for all a ր a * .
We next show that which however contradicts Lemma 4.1. We therefore conclude that (4.37) holds. It finally follows from (4.28) and (4.37) that, for k → ∞,
i.e., (1.19) holds, and we therefore complete the proof of Theorem 1.3.
